Abstract: It is desirable to integrate formal verification techniques applicable to different languages. We present Exp.Open 2.0, a new tool of the Cadp verification toolbox which combines several features. First, Exp.Open 2.0 allows to describe concurrent systems as a composition of finite state machines, using either synchronization vectors, or parallel composition, hiding, renaming, and cut operators from several process algebras (Ccs, Csp, Lotos, E-Lotos, µCrl). Second, together with other tools of Cadp, Exp.Open 2.0 allows state space generation and on-the-fly exploration. Third, Exp.Open 2.0 implements on-the-fly partial order reductions to avoid the generation of irrelevant interleavings of independent transitions. Fourth, Exp.Open 2.0 allows to export models towards other tools using interchange formats such as automata networks and Petri nets. Finally, we show some practical applications and measure the efficiency of Exp.Open 2.0 on several benchmarks.
Introduction
Enumerative (or explicit state) verification is a method to check the proper behaviour of safety-critical finite-state systems. It consists in generating the state space systematically (if possible, exhaustively), and in verifying properties by model checking, visual checking, or equivalence checking. For systems involving asynchronous concurrency, the state space is often represented as a Labelled Transition System (Lts for short) [47] .
A well-known problem with enumerative verification is the combinatorial state explosion, which often occurs as the number of concurrent processes increases. To fight state explosion, several effective techniques have been proposed:
Partial order reductions (e.g., [26, 58, 50, 32, 53, 30, 48] ) try to avoid the generation of irrelevant interleavings of independent transitions.
On-the-fly verification (e.g., [16, 15, 38, 33, 46, 45] ) consists in performing Lts generation and verification at the same time. This avoids to generate the entire Lts when the verification only requires a part of it.
Compositional verification (e.g., [14, 44, 56, 28, 57, 61, 63, 10, 27, 42, 55, 25, 18] ) consists in generating the Lts of each concurrent process first (possibly restricted using constraints derived from its environment [28, 10, 63, 27, 42, 25, 18] ), then simplifying these Ltss using abstraction criteria (for instance, label hiding and reductions modulo bisimulations) that preserve the properties under verification, and finally recomposing the reduced Ltss to generate the Lts corresponding to the whole system.
In practice, many software tools have been developed to implement these ideas. Nevertheless, these tools often suffer from several limitations:
Most tools are often dedicated to one specific input formalism, e.g., Petri nets, communicating automata, or a particular process algebra. On the opposite, a unified tool accepting several input formalisms would be more flexible by combining the expressiveness of different input languages and by having its verification algorithms accessible by a wider community of users.
Although there exist tools combining two among the three aforementioned verification techniques, such as Spin [37] (partial order and on-the-fly verification) and Ara [60] (partial order and compositional verification), to our knowledge, combining the three techniques has never been done. This report is organized as follows. Section 2 describes inputs of Exp.Open 2.0. Section 3 presents its functionalities. Section 4 presents practical applications and gives experimental results for several applications. Section 5 finally concludes the report.
2 The Exp.Open 2.0 language
Labelled Transition Systems and composition expressions
The basic concept used by Exp.Open 2.0 is the standard Lts model [47] , which consists of a set of states, an initial state, and a set of transitions between states, each transition being labelled by an event of the system. A particular label written τ represents an invisible (or internal) event. The contents of states are not observable.
In practice, a label is represented by a character string. Exp.Open 2.0 does not impose a particular syntax and thus accepts labels from different source languages, such as Ccs [47] , Csp [55] , Lotos [39] , E-Lotos [40] , and µCrl [31] .
As regards the semantic structure of labels, most languages assume that a label consists of a gate (i.e., a port name, a channel name) and a (possibly empty) list of typed values, here called offers. For instance, if G is a gate, both labels "G !1 !2" (Lotos notation) and "G(1, 2)" (µCrl notation) are accepted by Exp.Open 2.0. Labels obtained from Ccs may also start with a co-action symbol, generally written '.
Ltss are stored in computer files, using one of the four formats available in Cadp: Bcg (Binary Coded Graph), Aldébaran (textual), sequential Fc2, and Seq for transition sequences [20] . Other file formats can be converted into Bcg using the Bcg Io tool of Cadp.
The input language of Exp.Open 2.0 allows to define compositions of Ltss, named composition expressions. Figure 1 presents an extended Bnf describing the abstract syntax of composition expressions. The concrete syntax can be found in [43] . The symbols in italic are the non-terminal and generic terminal symbols. Subscripts are used for the sake of readability, e.g., B 0 , B 1 , . . . are occurrences of the same non-terminal B. The symbols "::=", "|", "[", "]", "(", ")", and ". . . " are meta-symbols: "::=" introduces the definition of a non-terminal symbol, "|" separates alternative clauses, "[ ]" delimit optional clauses, "( )" are used for bracketing as usual, and the infix ". . . " meta-symbol denotes repetition, e.g., "L 1 , . . . , L n " denotes the repetition of n ≥ 0 symbols separated by commas and "B 1 ||. . . || B n " denotes the repetition of n ≥ 0 symbols separated by ||. All remaining symbols are the terminal symbols, i.e., the keywords (written in bold font, such as gate, all) and key symbols (written in teletype font, such as "{", " "). In particular, "[", "]", and "|" are terminal symbols distinct from the meta-symbols "[", "]", and "|".
The generic terminal symbols L, L , L 0 , L 1 , . . . represent arbitrary character strings, n, n 1 , n 2 , . . . represent arbitrary natural numbers, S, S 0 , S 1 , . . . represent Ltss, and P, P 0 , P 1 , . . . represent patterns (which will be defined below). The non-terminal symbols B, B 0 , B 1 , . . . represent composition expressions, op represents binary infix parallel composition operators, and V, V 0 , V 1 , . . . represent synchronization vectors.
The semantics of a composition expression is itself an Lts that we define in the following sections. 
Renaming, hiding, and cut operators
Renaming (replacing occurrences of a visible label), hiding (renaming a visible label into τ ), and cut 2 (eliminating all transitions with a particular visible label, possibly at the expense of creating unreachable states), are classical notions in process algebras.
For convenience, Exp.Open 2.0 supports the usual notations for these operators found in Ccs and Csp (Rules 8, 9, and 10). Rule 8 represents either Ccs restriction or Csp hiding, which have same syntax but different semantics. Rules 9 and 10 represent Ccs and Csp renaming, respectively. In these three rules, L 1 , L 1 , . . . , L n , L n are simple gates.
Exp.Open 2.0 also supports more expressive operators for renaming, hiding, and cut (Rules 2, 3, and 4), which generalize classical operators in several ways:
The labels to rename, hide, or cut can be specified either as a list (L 1 , . . . , L n ), or as a pattern ("using P 0 "), which consists of a reusable list of labels or renaming rules, stored in a separate file for convenience. The latter allows to factor rules used several times, or to isolate complex rules.
For hiding and cut, the "all but L 1 , . . . , L n " construct allows to define a set containing all labels but L 1 , . . . , L n .
. . , L n can be strings, or regular expressions (following the syntax of the Posix "regexp" library) that labels may match using three different semantics: gate means that a label matches only if its gate matches a regular expression; total means that 2 Cut is also called restriction in Ccs and encapsulation in µCrl.
RR n ¡ 5673 a label matches if it matches a regular expression entirely; and partial means that a label matches if it contains a substring that matches a regular expression. As regards renaming, partial matching is refined into two sub-cases: single means that only the first occurrence of a substring matching a regular expression is replaced, whereas multiple means that all such occurrences are replaced. The gate matching is the default, as it corresponds to the semantics found in classical process algebras.
Example 1
The expression "hide G in B 0 end hide" hides in B 0 every label whose gate is G, such as "G !1 !2" or "G(1, 2)". The expression "single rename "\(.*\) !\(.*\) !\(.*\)" "\1 !\3 !\2" in B 0 end rename" permutes two offers in labels, e.g., "G !A !B !C" is renamed into "G !B !A !C" 3 .
Parallel composition operators
Exp.Open 2.0 contains various parallel composition operators, which can be mixed in the same expression:
Rule 7 represents the usual binary parallel composition operators of
, and Lotos ("||", "|||", and "
Rule 5 represents the n-ary "graphical" parallel composition operator of E-Lotos [40, 23] . To our knowledge, the Exp.Open 2.0 tool provides the first implementation of this operator in a software tool.
Rule 6 represents parallel composition using synchronization vectors, inspired from Mec [2] and Fc2 networks [8] .
We do not recall in details the semantics of these operators, which are given elsewhere. However, we present an overview of the semantics of the operators of Rules 5 and 6, which are the most general and least known of the Exp.Open 2.0 parallel composition operators.
For these par operators, unlike renaming, hiding, and cut, the L i 's and L j i 's cannot be regular expressions. Nevertheless, Exp.Open 2.0 also extends these operators with a matching mode, as follows: gate means that the L i 's denote gates and that a label A matches L i if and only if L i is the gate of A; label means that the L i 's denote full labels and that a label A matches L i if and only if A equals L i (both gate and offers). The gate matching is the default, as it corresponds to the semantics found in classical process algebras.
A global state (i.e., a state of the resulting Lts) is a tuple (s 1 , . . . , s n ), where s i (i ∈ 1..n) is a local state of the corresponding B i . A global transition is obtained either by synchronization of several local transitions {s i Ai → t i | i ∈ I ⊆ 1..n}, or by asynchronous execution of a single local transition s i Ai → t i , where i ∈ 1..n. The destination state of the global transition is obtained by replacing every s i involved in a local transition by the corresponding t i , whereas the other local states are not modified.
As regards Rule 5, we briefly recall the main features of the "graphical" parallel composition operator (see [23] for a formal description and examples):
The simplest form, "par L 1 , . . ., L m in B 1 || . . . || B n end par", is a generalization to n operators of the classical binary parallel composition operators of Csp and Lotos with forced synchronization on L 1 , . . ., L m . Either one single component evolves asynchronously by executing a transition whose label A does not match any L i (in such a case, the other components remain in their current state), or all components evolve synchronously by executing transitions whose label A (the same for all components) matches some L i . In both cases, the resulting global transition is also labelled A. The all keyword denotes the set of all gates or labels (depending on the matching mode) but the invisible label τ .
If some L i is followed by "#n i " (2 ≤ n i ≤ n), then only n i (instead of n) of the components have to synchronize on L i . This implements a relaxed form of synchronization named "m among n" synchronization, which is useful to express communication between a subgroup of components, as will be illustrated later.
If some B i is preceded by a list, as in "
B i ", then B i must synchronize on labels matching one of the L j i 's with all other components also preceded by a list containing L j i . This is another form of relaxed synchronization.
end par", components communicate pairwise on gate G 0 .
Rule 6 implements parallel composition using synchronization vectors of the form "(L
, whose elements at positions 1..n may be either an L i (i.e., a gate or a label, depending on the matching mode) or the symbol " ". We define the application of a synchronization vector to the current global state as follows: All components B i such that the ith element in the vector is an L i must execute synchronously transitions, such that the label of each transition matches the corresponding L i (the labels of all transitions must also have the same offers in gate matching); the label of the resulting global transition is L 0 (followed by the offers of the synchronizing transitions in gate matching). τ -transitions execute asynchronously.
Example 3 In the expression "gate par Snd * Rcv Com in B 1 || B 2 end par", transitions of B 1 whose gate is Snd synchronize with transitions of B 2 whose gate is Rcv , provided those transitions have the same offers. The label of the resulting transition consists of the Com gate followed by these offers. In label matching instead of gate, transitions of B 1 whose label is Snd (gate without offers) would synchronize with transitions of B 2 whose label is Rcv. The label of the resulting transition would be Com, without offers.
In principle, Exp.Open 2.0 allows to freely combine operators originating from different languages, except in case of overloaded symbols that may have different semantics, such as " / " (Ccs restriction or Csp hiding) and "||" (Lotos or µCrl parallel composition). In such cases, a command-line option ("-ccs", "-csp", etc.) or a specific keyword is needed to indicate to Exp.Open 2.0 which language is considered. Command-line options also allow to change syntactic conventions, such as the concrete notation of the invisible label τ RR n ¡ 5673 F. Lang (e.g., tau, i, t) or case-sensitivity (whether or not labels in lower and upper cases are to be considered equal).
The static semantics of Exp.Open 2.0 ensure that synchronization vectors have appropriate length. They also forbid synchronizing, renaming, and cutting τ -transitions, which ensures that bisimulation equivalences (strong, observational, branching, tau*.a, etc.) are congruences for all Exp.Open 2.0 operators [52] . Thus, arbitrary composition expressions of Exp.Open 2.0 can be verified compositionally, for instance by reducing component Ltss separately.
3 State space exploration using Exp.Open 2.0
Translation into a flat network model
To allow an homogeneous treatment of composition expressions, Exp.Open 2.0 first translates them into a general model, which we call flat network of Ltss (or simply, flat network).
Flat networks are similar to the par operator with synchronization vectors presented in Rule 6 of Figure 1 . A flat network is a couple ((S 1 , . . . , S n ), Sync) consisting of a vector (S 1 , . . . , S n ) of Ltss, and a set Sync of synchronization vectors whose left-hand side (the part to the left of the arrow) have size n. The differences between flat networks and the par operator are that synchronization vectors contain "full" labels (instead of gates), including τ , and that flat networks have no nested subterms except Ltss. For parallel composition of n sub-expressions B 1 , . . . , B n (Rules 5, 6, 7), the sets v (B 1 ), . . . , v (B n ) are generated first. Their rules are then joined (i.e., their left-hand sides are concatenated and/or extended with an appropriate number of " " symbols) whenever their respective right-hand sides are synchronizing labels.
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Note that the complexity for computing v (B) depends on the number of labels in each of the Ltss in s (B), but not on their number of states and transitions. Therefore, the translation from composition expressions into flat networks is not subject to state explosion. 
Exp.Open 2.0 allows to export flat networks into models suitable for various verification tools:
Petri nets in the "low-level" Pep format, which can be verified using the Pep tool [6] and exported to other Petri net formats.
Networks of communicating automata in the Fc2 format, which can be verified using Fc2Tools [8] and Jack [1] .
Integration within the OPEN/CAESAR environment
Cadp devotes a great importance to modular programming, using well-thought intermediate formats and programming interfaces. Exp.Open 2.0 is connected to Open/Caesar [17] , a modular environment for developing on-the-fly exploration algorithms on Ltss.
The Open/Caesar architecture (see Figure 2 ) is based on a central language-independent Api (Application Programming Interface), which allows to explore the states and transitions of an Lts on-the-fly. It describes types that represent labels and states, a function that computes the initial state of the system, and an Iterate State() function that enumerates the successor transitions of a given state.
This architecture allows an orthogonal separation between the language-dependent compilers (front-ends) that translate a particular formalism into a C program implementing the Open/Caesar Api, and the language-independent verification tools (back-ends) that operate on the representation of an Lts using the Api. Each fromt-end can be combined with any back-end.
Cadp includes four front-ends, namely Exp.Open 2.0, Bcg Open for Ltss in the Bcg (Binary Coded Graphs) format, Caesar [22] for Lotos [39] , and Seq.Open for traces [20] . It also includes several back-ends that provide various functionalities, such as Lts generation, possibly distributed to use the Cpu and memory of a set of computers [21] , on-the-fly modelchecking of regular alternation-free µ-calculus [46] , interactive simulation with X-window interface, generation of conformance test suites based on verification technology [41] , on-thefly behavioural comparison of systems modulo various equivalence and preorder relations [5] , random execution, deadlock detection, reachability analysis, sequence searching, abstraction of an Lts w.r.t. an interface [42] , etc. reachable states and transitions of the composition expression. The translation performs careful analysis to reduce the number of bits allocated to represent states, and to optimize speed for the transition function.
Partial order reductions
Partial order reductions aim at avoiding transition interleavings that are irrelevant for a given class of properties. Exp.Open 2.0 implements three partial order reductions, preserving respectively the existence or absence of deadlocks, branching bisimulation [62] , and stochastic branching bisimulation [36] .
Partial order reduction preserving stochastic branching bisimulation operates on Ltss containing special transitions, called stochastic, of the form "rate λ", where λ is a positive real. The stochastic transitions express an internal delay in the source state, while the other transitions are immediate if their environment allows their execution. Exp.Open 2.0 implements the technique proposed by H. Hermanns [35] , which consists in eliminating the stochastic transitions in choice with τ -transitions, the latter being always executable without delay.
To present deadlock and branching preserving partial order reductions, we define the following standard notions derived from the theory of persistent sets [26] (of which stubborn sets [58] and ample sets [50] are variations, see [51] for a survey on persistent set based partial order reductions), and applied to our context:
A synchronization vector V is enabled in a state s if s has a successor obtained by application of V . It is deterministic in s if s has exactly one such successor.
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Two synchronization vectors V 1 and V 2 enabled in a state s are commutative if the set of states reachable by applying first V 1 then V 2 is the same as that obtained by applying first V 2 then V 1 .
Two synchronization vectors V 1 and V 2 are independent in a given state s if 1) V 1 and V 2 are commutative if they are both enabled in s and 2) V 1 (respectively V 2 ) is enabled in a successor state of s obtained by applying V 2 (respectively V 1 ) if and only if V 1 (respectively V 2 ) is enabled in s.
A set Sync of synchronization vectors enabled in a state s is persistent in s if, in every state reachable from s by applying only synchronization vectors that do not belong to Sync, every synchronization vector that is enabled and does not belong to Sync is independent of the synchronization vectors that belong to Sync.
Persistent set computation is done by a careful analysis of the synchronization vectors, which we do not detail in this paper. Partial order reduction preserving the presence or absence of deadlocks is done in each reachable state of the system, by applying only the synchronization vectors that belong to the persistent set computed in the current state.
For branching bisimulation, the results of [59, 49, 24] state that, applied to our context, the persistent sets preserving branching bisimulation are those consisting of a single, deterministic synchronization vector, whose right-hand side is the label τ . In the algorithm below, we will only consider persistent sets that have this particular form. Unfortunately, finding such a persistent set is not enough to preserve branching bisimulation -and even weaker relations such as trace equivalence -because one may enter a circuit that prevents enabled synchronization vectors from ever being executed. This problem is known as the ignoring problem [51] .
Most tools implementing partial order reductions (e.g., Spin [37] , Ara [60] , etc.) solve the ignoring problem by detecting circuits in the back-end. A distinctive feature of Exp.Open 2.0 is to solve the ignoring problem in the front-end, thus avoiding any modification of verification back-ends, which can thus benefit from partial order reduction for free, independently of the strategy that they use to explore the Lts.
More precisely, the ignoring problem is dealt with in the Iterate State() function of the Open/Caesar Api. When the Iterate State() function is called to enumerate the successors of a state s, a persistent set (which contains a single synchronization vector) is searched for. If it exists, this synchronization vector is executed, leading to a new state s . The algorithm is then repeated, starting in s instead of s, until reaching a state s that either does not have a persistent set or was already visited. In the former case, a single τ -transition from s to s is generated. In the latter case, the explored circuit of τ -transitions starting in s is just discarded (indeed, all states in a circuit of τ -transitions are branching equivalent) and the algorithm is continued by searching another persistent set in s .
Note that the intermediate states reachable from s following persistent sets are only stored in memory temporarily by the front-end and never visible by the back-end. They are removed once Iterate State() returns, to optimize memory consumption. These states may possibly be revisited during subsequent calls to Iterate State(), but such revisits are not penalizing in practice, mostly due to the fact that persistent set computation is fast in the case of branching bisimulation. This confirms known results [4] about the fine tuning between storing or revisiting states, which were made on the basis of various storage heuristics leading to the conclusion that better verification performance can often be obtained by storing only a little amount of states.
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There exist alternative partial order methods preserving branching bisimulation, which are based on τ -confluence reduction [32, 7, 48] . Persistent set methods operate a less general form of τ -confluence reduction than the algorithms presented in [32, 7, 48] , but are cheaper in time and memory. In [48] , persistent set methods and τ -confluence reduction are combined to reduce Ltss compositionally modulo branching bisimulation, using Exp.Open 2.0.
Refined interface constraints generation
A potential limitation of compositional verification is that, given a system of concurrent processes, generating the Lts of each process separately may lead to state explosion, even though the Lts of the whole system has a tractable size. Indeed, generating the Lts of a process out of its context (i.e., separately from the neighbour processes with which it synchronizes) may lead to explore states that would be unreachable in the global system.
To address this problem, refined compositional verification approaches have been proposed [28, 10, 63, 11, 12, 27, 42, 9, 25] , which allow to generate the Lts of a process by taking into account interface constraints (also known as environment constraints or context constraints). These constraints express the behavioural restrictions imposed on each process by the synchronization with its neighbour processes, thus avoiding globally unreachable states and transitions. As regards the choice of appropriate interface constraints, two approaches are possible.
In the first approach, the articles [28, 42] propose that interface constraints may be provided by the user (personal insight of the context). The risk is that these constraints are wrong and thus eliminate states and transitions that would be reachable in the global system. Exp.Open 2.0 (together with Projector 2.0) supports this approach. It checks automatically during the recomposition of the constrained Lts with its environment whether the eliminated states and transitions are indeed unreachable. Otherwise, it reports an error so that the user relaxes its constraints.
The second approach [10, 42] consists in building constraints automatically from the composition expression, for instance by considering a particular Lts in the environment and computing its interactions with the process to restrict. Exp.Open 2.0 also implements this approach. Given a flat network, in which are identified an Lts S whose labels are those of a process P to restrict and a set of Ltss S 1 , . . . , S n corresponding to processes in the environment of P , Exp.Open 2.0 computes refined interface constraints consisting of both an Lts S and a set of labels L representing the potential interactions between S 1 , . . . , S n and P . S and L are then used to restrict the Lts corresponding to P using the Projector 2.0 tool of Cadp.
The precise algorithm used by Exp.Open 2.0 to generate interface constraints automatically will be detailed in another paper. However, we can briefly indicate the advantages of the proposed approach:
By operating on flat networks obtained after translation of composition expressions, it can be applied to any of the languages supported by Exp.Open 2.0. By constrast, other methods are specific to one single language (e.g., Lotos [42] or Csp [10] ).
It makes possible to build interface constraints obtained from several processes in the environment of S, even if these processes are distant in the composition expression, because flattening reduces the distance between algebraic terms. Other methods allow to build interface constraints only obtained from one single process.
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In the particular (but frequent) case of nondeterministic synchronization (which is a characteristic of client-server communications), it produces more accurate interface constraints, leading to better state space reductions. For instance, in the Lotos expression "(
can synchronize either with a G-transition of B 1 or with a G-transition of B 2 . The same also applies for more complex situations, such as non-deterministic multiway synchronization involving more than two processes, and "m among n" synchronization. Other techniques either forbid such situations using an input language that does not allow nondeterministic synchronization [10] or under-approximate the interactions between B 1 and B 3 , and B 2 and B 3 , by ignoring the possible synchronizations on G [42] . Instead, Exp.Open 2.0 generates interfaces in which every G-transition is duplicated by a τ -transition with same source and target states, which models nondeterministic synchronization.
Practical applications and experimental results
As part of Cadp, Exp.Open 2.0 is widely disseminated and has already been used for significant applications. We can mention for instance a few ones:
At Open 2.0 with the distributed state space construction tool of Cadp, they generated a stochastic model with 224 million states and 1, 300 million transitions, which was unfortunately too big to fit on a standard 32-bit file system. Using the partial order reduction that preserves stochastic branching reduction, the state space was reduced to 44 million states and 80 million transitions and could be stored in a file on a single machine.
At Inria Sophia-Antipolis, E. Madelaine, T. Barros, and L. Henrio used Exp.Open 2.0 to compute large synchronization products corresponding to compositions of hierarchical object components [3] . Their work covers dynamic component updates, such as the dynamic replacement of a sub-component.
At least four additional examples of Exp.Open 2.0 are available as part of Cadp:
A distributed summation algorithm 5 inspired from [29] : The use of "m among n" synchronization allows a nice modeling of the interprocess communications, based on topological constraints encoded using data structures.
The ODP trader 6 inspired from [23] : The use of "m among n" synchronization allows to model communications between arbitrary service providers and service users, which obtain their respective addresses using a separate process, called trader.
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The classical distributed Erathostenes sieve 7 : It consists of a pipeline of units, each unit blocking every input number that is a multiple of a given number. Table 3 shows experimental data for Lts generation using Exp.Open 2.0 from 1 to 20 units, and confirms the effectiveness of partial order reductions.
The HAVi leader election protocol for home audio-video networks 8 [54] : Exp.Open 2.0 is used to generate interface constraints automatically. Compared to [54] , the Lts corresponding to the largest process was reduced from 400, 000 states and 3 million transitions downto 700 states and 2, 000 transitions; the memory needed for the whole verification was reduced from 56 MB downto 8.5 MB; the verification time was divided by 10 (from 100 s downto 10 s). At last, Figure 4 shows that Exp.Open 2.0 runs from 2 to 10 times faster and uses 2 times less memory than Exp.Open 1.0 on a benchmark consisting of the case studies available in the Cadp verification toolbox 9 . 
Conclusion
In this report, we presented the new Exp.Open 2.0 tool, which has been available in Cadp since August 2004.
While other tools allowing to compute synchronization products are either specific to one language (e.g., Ara-Lotos [60] or Exp.Open 1.0) or implement a single low-level parallel composition operator (e.g., Mec synchronization vectors [2] , Fc2 networks [8] , Tvt [34] , modular Petri nets [13] ), Exp.Open 2.0 combines both synchronization vectors [2, 8] and operators taken from several languages, namely Ccs [47] , Csp [55] , Lotos [39] , µCrl [31] , and E-Lotos [40] . To our knowledge, Exp.Open 2.0 provides the first implementation of the "graphical" parallel composition operator [23] of E-Lotos, which supports "m among n" synchronization in particular.
Exp.Open 2.0 combines several verification techniques in order to fight combinatorial state explosion effectively. Together with other tools of Cadp, Exp.Open 2.0 allows to generate (possibly using the memory and Cpu of several computers) and explore on-the-fly (for interactive simulation, verification of temporal logics, behavioural equivalence checking, etc.) the Lts of a composition expression. Generation and exploration can be combined with several partial order reductions preserving deadlocks, branching bisimulation, or stochastic branching bisimulation. In addition, Exp.Open 2.0 implements an algorithm to generate interface constraints for compositional verification automatically.
Exp.Open 2.0 has been used for various applications with Lotos and Cadp, which allowed to show its effectiveness. As regards future work, Exp.Open 2.0 could be combined with other languages and tools. Experiments with the µCrl toolset are under way in the framework of the Senva collaboration between Inria and Cwi.
